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Nightwalker Station

Nightwalker station is a Nepleslian colony and Star Army of Yamatai asset package deal. It is currently
under construction.

Appearance

It has a multi-part appearance that has a central elongated diamond shape and then around the
center of that mass and far from them -somewhat like rings around a planet- circle around the
diamond shaped central piece. All of the structure is quite massive and is painted gold in the middle
and the outer rings are green.

Interiors

The interiors of the ship are sectioned off according to military branch, faction involved (Yamatai
and/or Nepleslia), and if it for civilians, manufacturing, good and services, or other.

The “ring” of the station is where most of the military sections are. It is lined with Barracks, Drydocks,
Weapon's platforms, and Hangars. The central hub of the station is a mix of Civilian as well as Military
command.

The lower portions of the station are for civilian use. There are several micro apartments packed in
tight as to fit as many people as possible. The lower portion of the station also contains multiple
hydroponics centers to provide food and breathable air for the entire station. Not only that, but the
engineering and fabrication sections of the station are also located there. The Civilians living aboard
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have set up several shops ranging from restaurants to Armor and Gun shops.

Towards the center of the station is the Combat Information Center or CIC and the station's bridge.
Both the bridge and CIC are the most protected sections of the station.

OOC Notes
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